Let X, Y be real or coxnplex Nash spaces aríd Z a subspace of X; the paper deals with the approxirnation of analytic niaps X -* Y, Nash orí Z, with Nash maps 4' : X -* Y such that 4'Iz =~Iz.
the results of [CRS] and [Le] , we can consider the singular real case (2.3, 2.5, 2.6) and the singular complex case (4.6, 4.7) .
Moreover we point out the unicity, up to analytic isomorphisms, of the Nash structure of a coherent compact real analytic space. This suggests the study of Nash structures of some couples of spaces that we begin in this paper with qúite different methods, unfortunatel>' available oní>' in the non-singular case (3.2).
For the complex Nash spaces, that will be examined more carefulí>' in a forthcoming paper, we can obtain here weaker results (4.6, 4.7, 4.8) . The complex Nash functions are indeed less plastic than real ones aud the results that are available in the complex case (4.2, 4. 3) are less satisfactory than in the real one (1.1).
Preliminary remarks and deflnitions
Let /v be the fleld of real numbers E or the fleld of complex numbers «7
We will consider the strong topology on the algebraic subvarieties of k".
Let D be an open domain in 0'; an analytic function f : O -. k is called a Nash futiction if there exists a non-zero polynomial P E k¡t 1,. . . , t,~± flsuch that P(x, f(x)) = O for ever>' x E O. A map f D -. 0' is called a Nash map if ever>' component of f is a Nash function. The composition of Nash maps is a Nash map and the inverse function theorem holds for Nash maps. We denote by Nkn the sheaf of Nash functions on 0': it is a coherent subsheaf of the sheaf O/vn of analytic functions on 0'.
A Nash (resp. analytic) subapace X of /v~is a localí>' closed subset that is, locail>', the zero set of a finite number of Nash (resp. analytic) functions. Nasit (resp. ar¿alytic) furzctions on open sets of X are localí>' restrictions of Nash (resp. analytic) functions on open sets of 0'. We denote by Nx (resp. Ox) the sheaf of Nasb (resp. analytic) functions o,> X.
A Nasit (resp. analytic) space is a k-ringed space that is localí>' isomorphic to Nash (resp. analytic) subspaces of A?. We recail that a Nash space is (localí>') irreducible if and oní>' if it is (localí>') irreducible as an analytic space. A Nasit manifold is a Nash space that is smooth as an analytic space.
We speak of real functions (spaces) for /v = IR and of complex functions (spaces) for k = «7.
We sa>' that a real Nash space is coherent if it is coherent as an analytic space. Ah the analytic spaces we consider are paracompact with bounded embedding dimension.
A Nash space X is normal if the ring Nx,~is integralí>' closed in its fulí ring of quotients for ever>' x E X; X is normal as a Nash space if and oní>' if it is normal as an analytic space.
We will use the following deep results of ¡CRSI (Theorem 1.6). u) Every Nasit futiction on X eztends ¿o En.
We recail thaI a diffeotopy 0 on a differentiable manifold X is a differentiable map 0: X x [0, 1] -X such that the map x i-* 0 (x, t) is a diffeomorphism of X for ever>' t E [0, 11.
A time-dependent vector fleld on X is a differentiable map x from X x 10,11 to the tangent bundle T(X) such that x(x,t) E T± (X)for ever>' x E X, t E [0, 1]. If we denote by r the canonical projection X x ¡0,1] -.. X it is easy to see that the time dependent vector fields on X can be identified with the differentiable sections of the pullback vector bundle rT(X). Let us consider the continuous section ¿ of E on uS~defined by tls1 = for ever>' i E 1. By 1.3 it is enough to prove that the section t is differentiable, i.e. that it is localí>' restriction of differentiable sections on open snbsets of A'. Since the question is local we can suppose that the s~are differentiable functions and the conclusion follows easily by the transversality condition.
Real Nash approximation
Let A', Y be two real analytic spaces. We will consider on the space E(X, Y) (resp. O(A', Y)) of differentiable (resp. analytic) maps from X to Y the Whitney O' topology (see e.g. [GMT] ) and by approximation of maps between real aualytic spaces we will mean always approximation in this topology. Let Oo : X -Y be a differentiable map and let us consider the sets
where II~is the 01-norm on~í(Kj). The Whitney topology on
is the topology that has as a base all possible sets U. Proof. The implications u) u) and u) =~iii) are obvious Remark 2.4. In [CRS] it is proved that the equivalent conditions of the previous theorem hold for Z =~when X is a compact coherent subspace of IR" and Y is a subspace of IR7, zero set of finitel>' man>' Nash functions on IR". We point out that the previous theorem is quite formal and it can be stated in an>' situation, in the differentiable, analytic or Nasli setting, where the set of isomorphisms is open in some suitable topology.
However we remark that, if Y is singular, differentiable rnaps are not approximable by analytic ones as we can see by a simple example: 
Let 7z be the ideal of Nx of the Nash functions vanishing on since 1z is coherent by 1.1 it is generated as Nx-module by finitel>' man>' Nash functions h~E Nx(X), j xx 1,. . . , t. Lot ¿Jz be the ideal of 0x of the analytic functions vanishing on Z; we have 1z0x = Jz ( [BCR] ) and then Jz is generated by~hj as Ox-module.
Let O : X x L>'>< JR»< -. By the previous results it is possible to approximate an anal>'tic tion s of a Nash fiber bundle E on A' that is Nash on a closed Nash subspace Z of A' with a Nash section~such that .1z xx sjz when the total space E is the zero set of finitel>' man>' Nash functions on a numeric space. In particular if E is a strongly Nash vector bundle such an approximation is well-known ( [BCR] , ¡TT3]).
18~~P be the Nash map defined by

Gj(x,y,z)
3 Unicity of structures of Nash couples
The Corollar>' 2.6 states the unicity of the Nash structure on a compact real analytic space np te analytic isomorphisms and the Corollar>' 2.7 the unicity up to diffeomorphisms in the smooth case. A differentiable (resp. analytic, Nash) isomorphism of such couples is a differentiable (resp. analytic, Nash) isomorphism 4' : A' -Y such that 175(S1) xx T~for ever>' i E 1. T by putting
Qn the other hand it is easy to see that 6 (4'(x) 
